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CHINA’S EXCHANGE RATE AND INTERNATIONAL 
ADJUSTMENT IN WAGES, PRICES, AND INTEREST 





China keeps its exchange rate tightly fixed to the dollar. Its productivity growth and trade 
surplus have been high, and it continues to accumulate large dollar reserves. Many observers 
take this as evidence that the renminbi is undervalued and should be appreciated to reduce the 
Chinese trade surplus. We argue that an appreciation of the renminbi need not reduce China’s 
trade surplus but could cause serious deflation in China. To show this, we consider 
international adjustment between China and the United States from both an asset-market and 
a labor-market perspective, and compare this to Japan’s unsuccessful appreciation of the yen. 
JEL Code: F15, F31, F33. 




























1. Introduction: From Japan to China Bashing  
In the new millennium, expansionary fiscal and monetary policies in the United States and low 
personal saving have contributed to rising “global imbalances”, i.e., a rising U.S. current account 
deficit financed by heavy borrowing by the United States in dollars from the rest of the world.
1 
Much of the real counterpart of this financial transfer comes from the high-saving East Asian 
countries collectively running large trade surpluses, mainly in manufactures, with the United 
States.  The trade surpluses of the East Asian countries, in combination with exchange rate 
stabilization against the dollar, has led to increasing mercantilist pressure from Europe and the 
United States. In particular, China has come under heavy pressure to appreciate the renminbi (see 
for instance Goldstein 2003, Cline 2005, and Frankel 2006).   
 
The current U.S.-Chinese trade frictions are reminiscent of U.S.-Japan frictions from the 1970s 
through to 1995.   The rising penetration of Japanese manufactured goods into the American 
market created trade frictions that led to a political phenomenon popularly known as “Japan 
bashing”. Episodically, the Japanese government responded to American threats of trade 
sanctions and demands that the yen should appreciate by imposing “voluntary” export constraints 
on exports to the United States and allowing the yen to appreciate  (McKinnon and Ohno 1997 
and Schnabl 2000). The yen rose all the way from 360 to the dollar in August 1971 to a peak of 
80 to the dollar in April 1995, when worried about the slumping Japanese economy, the U.S. 
Treasury Secretary, Robert Rubin announced a new “strong dollar” policy after which  Japan 
bashing more or less ceased.  
 
In the new millennium, history is repeating itself, but now China bashing is superseding Japan 
bashing. But, after the disastrous Japanese precedent of an ever-higher yen, we shall show that 
                                                  
1   Whether it is mainly “undersaving” in the United States or “oversaving” in the rest of the world, particularly 
Asia, can be debated. For the latter view, see the ingenious argument by Bernanke (2005).  For understanding the   3
China’s exchange rate policy itself best remains unchanged. To analyze the choice of an 
exchange rate regime in the economic catch-up process, we first focus on the response of interest 
rates in asset markets, and then go on to consider wage adjustment in labor markets. In contrast to 
Frankel (2006), we find that adjustment in economic catch-up process is smoother under fixed 
than flexible exchange rates. 
2. Adjustment in Asset Markets 
In Japan’s era of very high economic growth in the 1950s and 1960s, its current account was 
nearly balanced. The Bank of Japan could fix the yen at 360 to the dollar with surprising little 
official exchange reserves for two reasons. First, the Ministry of Finance (MOF) tightly 
controlled capital flows. Second, the United States as the center country was relatively well 
behaved fiscally and had moderate current account surpluses. Only in the 1980s under President 
Ronald Reagan, after Japan had loosened its exchange controls and its capital markets became  
more developed and open, did the U.S. run large fiscal and current account deficits. Then, as 
now, high-saving Japan was (and is) co-opted into running more or less chronic current account  
surpluses corresponding to U.S. current account deficits. The corresponding buildup of dollar 
claims within Japan’s financial system then led (leads) to potential portfolio instability between 
holding yen or dollar assets by Japanese financial institutions.  
 
Unlike Japan in its catch-up phase 30 years earlier, China—while still in the “catch-up” stage of 
very rapid economic growth, capital controls, underdeveloped domestic financial markets, and 
low per capita income—has become a major international creditor.  Along with other East Asian 
countries in the new millennium, China is running a large current large current account surplus—
as shown in Figure 1. How does the consequent buildup of dollar claims affect  equilibrium in 
China’s financial markets?  
 
                                                                                                                                                           
monetary and exchange rate consequences of current account imbalances, however, it need not matter which way 
causality goes.   4

































2.1    China’s Dollar Overhang 
After becoming positive in 1994, China’s net surplus on current account increased steadily up to 
6 percent of GDP in 2005 (Figure 1). The surplus reflects China’s very high saving—private plus 
government—even relative to its very high domestic investment. In addition China has attracted a 
very large amount of FDI. Net FDI flows into China had grown to about 55 billion dollars in the 
year 2005 (Figure 2). Because FDI results in relatively illiquid liabilities of indefinite duration to 
foreigners, these do not offset the liquidity effect of the counterpart build up of highly liquid 
dollar assets by domestic nationals.
2 Thus the ongoing current-account surplus coupled with huge 
net inflows of FDI have a double-barreled impact on increasing China’s dollar liquidity.  In 
contrast Japan, which is running even a larger current account surplus than China, net FDI flows 
have been negative.  
 
                                                  
2    Of course, there would be no liquidity effect if China had a current account deficit that matched the inflow of 
FDI.   5







































Source:  IMF. Net FDI Inflows=Gross FDI Inflows-Gross FDI Outflows. 
 
China’s foreign exchange flows and build up of international liquidity can be characterized by a 
simple balance-of-payments identity. Let CA be the current account surplus and let FDI be the 
net annual inflow of foreign direct investment. FDI inflows in the form of joint ventures with 
local enterprises were (are) generally exempt from capital controls. We assume that foreign 
financial flows into, or out of, China were more restricted. Let ∆OER be the change in official 
exchange reserves, largely U.S. Treasury bonds; and let ∆PFA be the change in private foreign 
assets—largely dollar claims against banks: 
 
∆PFA    =    CA   +   FDI   −   ∆OER                           (1) 
 
Integrating backward to 1990 or earlier and assuming no asset valuation adjustments, we then get 
China’s international balance sheet position. 
   6
CHINA: INTERNATIONAL BALANCE SHEET 
Liquid Assets  Liabilities and Net Worth  
Official Exchange Reserves  (OER) 
Private Foreign Assets (PFA) 
Cumulated Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
Cumulated Current Account Surpluses (CA) 
 
 
Table 1 approximates each side of this international balance sheet in more detail. We can 
estimate China’s private and official net holdings of liquid foreign assets both directly and 
indirectly. First, the right hand side of Table 1 provides indirect estimates of China’s liquid 
foreign exchange assets. For 1990-2005, China’s cumulated current account surpluses (column 6) 
and net FDI inflows (column 7) sum up to 958 billion dollars in 2005 (column 8).  
 
Second, the left hand side of Table 1 shows direct estimates of Chinese holdings of liquid foreign 
assets. Column 2 is simply current stocks of official net foreign exchange reserves which have 
grown to 819 billion dollars at the end of 2005. Column (3) is the officially reported net foreign 
asset position of Chinese commercial banks and other financial institutions. This foreign lending 
arises of internal dollar bank deposits held by Chinese nationals, 158 billion dollars in 2005. 
Column 4 shows cumulative “errors and omissions” that we have reclassified as “cumulative 
unrecorded capital outflows.”
3 By the end of 2005, these cumulative unrecorded capital outflows 
amounted to US$ 100 billion, but had declined from their peak of $US 153 billion in 2001. From 
2001 to 2005, there had been net repatriation of dollar assets that had previously been held 
abroad. The total of column (2) to (4) was US$1077 billon at the end of 2005 (column 5). This 
very rough estimation of China’s holding of liquid foreign currency claims on foreigners does 
line up remarkably closely with our indirect estimate of $958 billion from the right hand side of 
Table 1 and corresponds to about 50% of GDP.  
 
Notice that official exchange reserves are increasing more rapidly and in 2005 were about 80 
percent of total liquid claims on foreigners. The private or “nonstate” sector in China has become 
increasingly reluctant to hold dollar-denominated assets in the face of threats to have the dollar 
depreciate against the renminbi. Although the statistical dimensions of China’s huge and rapidly   7
rising stock of international liquidity are clear enough, what motivates China’s government (and 
those in other East Asian countries) to peg to the dollar and accumulate such a large stock of 
dollar assets?  
 
Table 1: Estimations of Chinese Liquid Net International Assets, 1990-2004 (billion dollars) 
 (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8) 



































         (2)+(3)+(4)     (6)  +  (7) 
1990 21.7  28.6  5.1  3.1  36.8  12.0  2.7  14.7 
1991 27.4  42.7  1.1  9.9  53.6  25.3  6.1  31.4 
1992 30.6  19.4  6.4  18.1  44.0  31.7  13.3  44.9 
1993 38.6  21.2  11.7  27.9  60.8  19.8  36.4  56.2 
1994 58.8  51.6  7.1  37.7  96.5  27.4  68.2  95.6 
1995 76.5  73.6  -3.4  55.6  125.7  29.0 102.0  131.1 
1996 110.7  105.0  -4.3  71.1  171.8  36.3  140.1  176.4 
1997 164.8  139.9  5.2  102.4  247.5  70.7  181.8  252.5 
1998 181.7  145.0  17.9  121.3  284.1  102.7 222.9  325.2 
1999 205.7  154.7  31.0  136.3  322.0  118.3 259.9  378.1 
2000 243.0  165.6  59.6  148.2  373.4  138.8 297.3  436.1 
2001 319.1  212.2  85.4  153.0  450.6  156.2 334.7  490.9 
2002 383.4  286.4  107.8  145.2  539.5  191.6 381.5  573.1 
2003 455.7  403.3  85.4  126.8  615.5  237.5 428.7  666.2 
2004 668.5  609.9  108.1  102.1  820.2  307.5 484.3  792.0 
2005 924.3  818.9  157.5  100.9  1077.2  421.5 536.8  958.4 
Source: IMF. 
 
                                                                                                                                                           
3   For instance, un-repatriated export earnings, surreptitious transfers of money into foreign bank accounts in Hong 
Kong etc.   8
2.2   The Dollar Exchange Rate Trap and Conflicted Virtue 
Outside of Europe, the dollar is the prime invoice currency (unit of account) in international trade 
in goods and services. All primary products are invoiced in dollars and a few mature industrial 
countries invoice some of their exports of manufactured goods and services in their own 
currencies. Because most East Asian countries (including partially Japan) invoice their trade in 
dollars, these countries collectively are a natural dollar area (McKinnon 2005).  
 
For three closely related reasons, each East Asian country has a strong incentive to peg to the 
dollar, either formally or informally. First, as long as the U.S. price level remains stable pegging 
to the dollar anchors the domestic price level. The ambit of dollar invoiced trade with neighbors 
in East Asia is now much greater than that with the United States itself (McKinnon and Schnabl 
2004a, McKinnon 2005). Thus the anchoring effect for any one country pegging to the dollar is 
stronger because East Asian trading partners are pegging to the dollar as well. Second, East Asian 
countries are strong competitors, particularly in manufactures, in each other’s markets as well as 
in the Americas and Europe. No one East Asian country wants its currency to suddenly 
appreciate. This would lead to a sharp loss in mercantile competitiveness in export markets, 
followed by a general slowdown in its economic growth and possibly deflation. Third, with a 
large internal overhang of dollar assets, a “free’ float  runs the risk of triggering a sell off: a run 
into the domestic currency resulting in an indefinite upward spiral in the exchange rate with no 
well-defined upper bound.  
 
The Unpredictable Trade Effects of Appreciation 
 
The macroeconomic repercussions of a sharp discrete appreciation against the world’s dominant 
money are so strong that the effect on the appreciating country’s trade balance is ambiguous. 
True, as its exports become more expensive in dollar terms, they would decline.  But as the 
economy slows, it would import less. The impact on the net trade balance is unpredictable 
(McKinnon and Ohno, 1997 chs. 6 and 7, Schnabl 2000, chap. 4, and Qiao 2005). When Japan 
was forced into appreciating the yen several times from the mid-1980s into the mid-1990s, it was 
thrown into a decade-long deflationary slump with no obvious decline in its large trade surplus, 
which has persisted up to the present.    9
 
McKinnon and Schnabl (2006) show why the common presumption that a discrete exchange rate 
change by itself would have a predictable effect on a country’s trade balance is often incorrect. 
This presumption has been canonized in a model called the elasticities approach to the balance of 
trade that focuses on relative price effects. Because an appreciating country’s exports obviously 
become more expensive in world markets and decline, whereas imports become cheaper, it seems 
intuitively plausible that its trade surplus should diminish. The proponents of the elasticities 
approach focus on these relative price effects of an exchange rate change and either ignore the 
income (absorption) effects or believe them to be small and controllable. But under the world 
dollar standard where foreign trade and asset flows are largely invoiced in dollars, a peripheral 
country will be exposed to major income and wealth effects in response to exchange rate 
changes. In particular, for a creditor country of the United States with a large stock of dollar 
assets, an appreciation against the dollar would have unacceptable deflationary consequences 
without correcting the U.S. trade and current account deficits (Qiao 2005).  
 
Among financially open economies, nominal exchange rates and national monetary policies are 
mutually determined. If a discrete exchange rate change is to be sustained, it must reflect relative 
monetary policies expected in the future: relatively tight money and deflation in the appreciated 
country and relatively easy money with inflation in the country whose currency depreciates. After 
a sharp appreciation, multinational as well as national firms will see the country as a less good 
(more expensive) place in which to invest so that investment slumps. In creditor countries that 
have built up large dollar claims on foreigners, this deflationary impact of an exchange 
appreciation is further accentuated because these dollar assets lose value in terms of the domestic 
currency: a negative wealth effect that reduces consumption as well as investment. In summary, 
depressed domestic spending offsets the relative price effect of an appreciation so as to leave the 
effect on the net trade balance indeterminant.
4   
 
                                                  
4    In dollar debtor countries facing the threat of having their currencies depreciate against the dollar, the 
negative wealth effect tends to reinforce the relative price effect of an actual devaluation.  Their trade balances 
could improve sharply from devaluation as domestic consumption (and imports) slumps even as their now 
cheaper exports expand into world markets.  This was the case for Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, 
and Thailand after the Asian crisis of 1997-98. Their current accounts went from being sharply negative before 
the crisis to positive immediately afterwards.    10
Conflicted Virtue 
 
Because the international assets (or debts) of the East Asian countries are denominated in U.S. 
dollars, they have strong incentive to keep the exchange rate stable (McKinnon and Schnabl 
2004b). In creditor countries, the currency risk, i.e., the risk that the dollar will fluctuate against 
the domestic currency, increases as the domestically held stock of dollar claims becomes larger. 
The natural currency habitat of domestic nationals is their home currency—unless the country has 
an unusually flamboyant financial history of debasing the national money, as in some Latin 
American, African and CIS countries. But China has had a relatively stable financial history. 
Household consumption expenditures are in yuan, wages are paid in yuan, and claims on 
financial intermediaries such as banks (deposits) and insurance companies (annuities) are mainly 
in yuan. Unsurprisingly, households and enterprises seek to hold most of their liquid wealth in 
domestic currency, the real purchasing power of which over domestic goods and services has 
been quite stable. 
 
Chinese firms and households will hold dollar assets only if there is a substantial business 
convenience in doing so, or the interest rate on dollar assets is higher, or they see a political need 
to hold dollar assets illegally offshore. The primary downside risk is for the yuan to appreciate 
against the dollar, and thus reduce the yuan value of their dollar assets. Depending on how 
sensitive domestic holders of dollar assets are to this risk, periodic runs from dollars into yuan 
could occur just on rumors of appreciation.
5 
 
However, for the world economy at large, the problem is more general. Any international creditor 
country that cannot lend in its own currency cumulates a currency mismatch that we call the 
syndrome of conflicted virtue (McKinnon and Schnabl 2004b, McKinnon 2005). Countries that 
are “virtuous” by having a high saving rate (like Japan, China or South Korea, but unlike the 
United States) tend to run surpluses in the current account of their international balance of 
payments, i.e., lend to foreigners. But, with the passage of time, two things happen. First, as the 
stock of dollar claims cumulates, domestic holders of dollar assets worry more about a self-
                                                  
5     Notice that foreigners whose domestic currency habitat is dollars, or tied to the dollar, will be less sensitive. Only 
foreign professional speculators (or Chinese expatriates) would go out of their way to circumvent China’s   11
sustaining run into the domestic currency forcing an appreciation. Second, foreigners start 
complaining that the country’s ongoing flow of trade surpluses is unfair, and results from an 
undervalued currency.  
 
Of course both interact. The greater are foreign mercantilist pressures for appreciation of the 
domestic currency, the greater is the concern of the domestic holders of dollar assets.  As runs out 
of dollars into the domestic currency begin, the government is “conflicted” because appreciation 
could set in train serious recession and deflation—particularly if the domestic price level was 
already stable or falling slightly. Foreigners may threaten trade sanctions if the creditor country in 
question does not allow its currency to appreciate.
6 Thus “virtuous” creditor countries become 
“conflicted”. 
 
In what sense are China’s huge private sector holdings of liquid dollar assets an overhang? 
Clearly, if private expectations are such that the exchange rate of yuan remains tightly pegged to 
the dollar, then existing dollar claims—and further accumulation—can be held in rough portfolio 
equilibrium. GDP growth and growth in the size of renminbi bank deposits in China have been 
enormous. Thus Chinese savers could accommodate further parallel growth in their dollar assets. 
But foreign pressure to appreciate the renminbi has upset what had been a rough portfolio 
equilibrium. The 2001 to 2005 return flow of previously “flight capital” into China, shown in 
column 4 of Table 1 by declining cumulative totals of unrecorded capital outflows, could well 
indicate that private agents were less willing to hold dollar claims.
7 
 
In order to prevent the renminbi from appreciating, the People’s Bank of China (PBC) must 
intervene in the foreign exchange market to buy the excess dollars. Leaving these interventions  
                                                                                                                                                           
remaining capital controls in order to short the dollar and go long in the renminbi if they thought it might 
appreciate.  
6   Notice that conflicted virtue would not arise in international creditor countries whose money is internationally 
accepted, as the currency risk is shifted to the periphery. Britain was the world’s dominant creditor country in the 
19
th century, but sterling was used to denominate most British claims on foreigners—sometimes with gold 
clauses. Similarly, for two and half decades after World War II, the US had large trade surpluses and was the 
world’s biggest creditor country—but its claims on foreigners were largely in dollars and US investors did not 
have to fear changes in the dollar exchange rate. 
7     In 2005-06 higher US interest rates provided a stronger incentive to keep dollar assets rather than convert into 
yuan.   12
(partially) unsterilized
8 relieves the pressure: the domestic monetary base expands and drives 
down domestic interest rates relative to those on dollar assets. As long as interest rates on 
renminbi assets remain well above zero, such increases in the monetary base could be effective in 
expanding the domestic economy while slowing the growth of official exchange reserves.  
 
Yet, the appreciation threat for China is a repetitive one getting stronger in times of low U.S. 
interest rates—similar to the earlier Japanese experience with repetitive yen appreciations 
(McKinnon and Ohno 1997, Schnabl and Baur 2002). As in the Japanese case, China’s surplus 
saving, i.e., its current account surplus, is unlikely to diminish as its currency appreciates. 
Instead, economic growth would slow and China’s price level would start declining. Speculators 
would understand that China’s trade surplus would not diminish and continue to short the dollar 
and go long in renminbi in anticipation of future pressure from foreigners for appreciation.  
 































                                                  
8    Since August 2002 when the Peoples Bank of China started sterilization operations by issuing central bank 
bills, it absorbed more than one third of the liquidity resulting from foreign exchange interventions. Note 
that under a fixed exchange rate regime (and partial international capital mobility) full sterilization is 
impossible, as it would drive up interest rates and therefore attract new capital inflows.    13
 
 
Once the traditional peg is undermined markets would anticipate further appreciations. With no 
equilibrium upper bound, a floating renminbi could result in an upward spiral (as with the 
Japanese yen two decades earlier) that would force the PBC back into the market to cap 
renminbi’s dollar value at a higher level. The upshot is that a country with conflicted virtue is 
trapped and continues to accumulate foreign reserves even above any “desired” level of 
international liquidity. Since 2001 the stock of Chinese foreign reserves has expanded fast and 
soon is likely to surpass that of Japan, still largest holder of (dollar) reserves (Figure 3). The 
upshot is that as long as the center country’s price level remains stable, the best a peripheral 
creditor country can do within the trap is try to limit hot money inflows with capital controls and 
to keep its nominal (dollar) exchange rate fixed—as China had been doing up to mid 2005.   
 
2.3. The Negative Risk Premium and Zero-Interest Liquidity Trap 
 
With conflicted virtue and the expectation of an ever higher renminbi into the indefinite future, 
nominal interest rates will be bid down. The impact of exchange rate expectations on interest 
rates gets stronger with the degree to which China’s financial system is liberalized. Let’s assume 
that domestic interest rate restrictions are abolished so that domestic bond markets thrive and 
interest rates on renminbi assets are free to seek their own market-determined level at every term 
to maturity. Furthermore, we assume that exchange controls on international financial (in)flows 
are removed so that arbitrage with foreign (dollar based) financial markets is uninhibited. Then it 
can be assumed that the open interest parity condition links domestic to foreign interest rates to 
reflect what we call “the negative risk premium” ϕ  (Goyal and McKinnon 2003)
9: 
 
i=  i* +E(ê) + ϕ                                                                                                               (2) 
 
where  i is the (endogenously determined) Chinese nominal interest rate, and i* is the 
(exogenously given) U.S. nominal interest rate, and E the expectations operator.  ê corresponds to 
                                                  
9    Note that the sign of the risk premium is linked to the current account position and the sign of the net 
international investment position. For countries with sustained current account deficits and a negative net 
international investment position, the risk premium would be positive.   14
the nominal percentage change of the yuan/dollar exchange rate. Thus, if the renminbi is 
expected to appreciate, E(ê) < 0.  
 
The risk premium in Chinese interest rates is ϕ. Insofar as China’s private sector holds dollar 
assets net, and the yuan/dollar rate would fluctuate, then ϕ  < 0 and we call this the negative risk 
premium.  That is, Chinese wealth holders, whose natural currency habitat is renminbi, see dollar 
assets to be riskier than renminbi assets even if there is no unidirectional expectation that the 
renminbi will appreciate. ϕ becomes more negative the more volatile the exchange rate and the 
greater are private holdings of dollar assets.  
 
Let’s first assume that the renminbi could be credibly pegged to the dollar as is almost the case in 
Hong Kong. Then both E(ê) and ϕ equal zero and short-term (money market) interest rates in 
Hong Kong converge towards the U.S. federal funds rate. In contrast, suppose the exchange rate 
remains fixed but investors face the risk that the renminbi might appreciate. For portfolio 
equilibrium, the interest rate on renminbi assets must be less that on dollar assets by ⏐E(ê) + ϕ⏐. 
The term⏐E(ê) + ϕ⏐ reflects the size of any expected discrete appreciation, the probability that it 
will occur, how distant is the event, and what would be the subsequent turmoil in exchange 
market fluctuations. Although written in equation (2) simply as an interest rate differential, ⏐E(ê) 
+ ϕ⏐ would be complex to derive algebraically by precisely laying out all of its components.  
  
Because the dollar is the dominant currency in international capital markets (outside of Europe), 
we assume that the dollar interest rate(s), i*, in equation (2), is given exogenously to any 
portfolio choices made in China. Within China facing the threat that the renminbi might 
appreciate, the only way the necessary interest differential for securing portfolio balance can be 
established is for the interest rates on renminbi assets to fall below that on dollar assets. At 
shorter terms to maturity, the fall in interest rates can be hastened by (partially) unsterilized 
foreign exchange intervention: as the domestic monetary base increases, short-term rates are bid 
down. This easy money policy reduces the incentive for financial capital to flow inward, and thus 
reduces the scale of the intervention necessary to secure the exchange rate.
10  
                                                  
10   In contrast, sterilized intervention, accompanied by selling central bank bonds, prevents domestic interest rates 
from falling and so fails to dampen inflows of foreign capital.    15
 
Second, apart from monetary interventions that reduce short-term interest rates, in the absence of 
capital controls pressure from free international financial arbitrage between dollar bonds and 
renminbi bonds would nudge down interest rates at longer maturities. Chinese holders of dollar 
bonds (arising out of the current account surpluses) would sell them off in favor of renminbi 
bonds until the interest rate on the latter fell below that on the former by the expected 
appreciation plus the negative risk premium. Of course, the two avenues for putting downward 
pressure on China’s internal interest rates, at different terms to maturity, are intertwined. 
 
The earlier experience of Japan with currency risk from anticipated yen appreciation is 
instructive.  After the mid 1980s, Japan financial markets were more developed and more open to 
international arbitrage than China’s are now. Figure 4 shows Japanese short term (interbank) 
interest rates falling toward zero in the mid 1990s, and then being stuck at zero from 1999 until 
the present. On 10-year Japanese Treasury Bonds (JGBs), Figure 5 shows that the yield has been 
2 to 5 percentage points below that on 10-year U.S. Treasuries since 1980. In January 2006, the 
yield on 10-year JGBs was about 1.5 percent while that on 10-year U.S. Treasuries was 4.6 
percent. With short-term rates trapped at zero, Japanese monetary policy became helpless to 
prevent an economic slump or stop deflation.        16


































Japan (call money rate)
US (federal funds rate)
China (interbank rate)
 
Source: IMF and Bloomberg. 
 
In China today, if financial liberalization proceeds and appreciation expectations become 
sustained, the probability is high that Chinese interest rates will remain below those in the United 
States  as has been the case since early 2005. As long as U.S. interest rates keep rising, Chinese 
interest rates are likely to rise as well. If, however, U.S. interest rates again fell, the likelihood 
increases that China would fall into zero-interest rate liquidity trap. (Since 1999, Japan’s short-
term interbank rate has been effectively zero.) China’s interbank interest rate is fairly freely 
determined although the PBC still pegs bank deposit and some loan rates. Figure 4 shows that 
China’s interbank interest rate in early 2006 to be about 1.6 percent even as the U.S. Federal 
Funds rate (coming off all time lows) rose toward 4.75 percent.    17


































Notice that just letting the renminbi float upward, or appreciate discretely, would worsen the 
dilemma. Actual appreciation would lead to actual deflation with further downward pressure on 
domestic interest rates. Drawing on Japan’s earlier experience of continual yen appreciations, 
coupled with its erratic fluctuations, we know that interest rates on yen assets were compressed 
toward zero in the ensuing deflation. The problem of conflicted virtue, trade surpluses financed 
by accumulating liquid dollar assets, would persist (McKinnon 2005). 
 
3  Adjustment in Labor Markets 
Despite China’s extraordinary growth since 1980 and the large absolute size of its GDP, real 
output and wages per capita—as well as the overall price level (CPI)—are still much less than in 
mature industrial economies. Today’s huge disparity in the level of money wages between China 
and the United States reflects the large difference in the average level of labor productivity—
although China is catching up. Balancing international competitiveness requires real wages in 
China to increase much faster than those in the United States to reflect China’s much higher   18
growth in labor productivity. What monetary mechanism best promotes and sustains high growth 
in Chinese wages?  
 
Traditional models of international adjustment such as in Meade (1951) and Friedman (1953) see 
a flexible exchange rate as a valuable substitute for wage rigidity in the face of externally 
generated shocks. When nominal wages are rigid, a negative domestic productivity shock or 
external terms of trade shock warrants offsetting currency depreciation. Real wages are reduced 
by increasing the domestic prices of tradable goods. Similarly, for countries with positive trade 
shocks, an appreciation is warranted to balance international competitiveness by increasing 
effective real wages.   
 
However, this traditional static approach to wage rigidity and the need for exchange rate 
flexibility in rapidly growing economies is misplaced in two major respects. First, we showed in 
Section 2 that a discrete appreciation by a creditor economy with conflicted virtue would cause a 
recession and a decline of imports and therefore has no predictable effects on the trade surplus. 
Second, for an economy with rapid (labor productivity) growth—as in China today—expected 
appreciation(s) could depress growth in nominal wages below the natural rate warranted by its 
high productivity growth in tradable activities. In effect, wages are not rigid in a high growth 
economy.  Whether wages increase at 5  or 15 percent year has a first order impact on wage 
levels within a fairly short period of time.  
 
In contrast, if the exchange rate is safely fixed, wage growth, if not the wage level, can be highly 
responsive to varying rates of labor productivity growth so as to better balance international 
competitiveness. Based on the “Scandinavian Model” of wage adjustment, we show that fixing 
the nominal exchange rate to a stable external monetary anchor facilitates faster adjustment 
(growth) in real wages than leaving the exchange rate “flexible” with the threat of appreciation. 
 
3.1 The Scandinavian Model of Wage Adjustment  
In a “small” open economy with high productivity growth, the evolution of domestic wages and 
prices under alternative exchange rate regimes can be described by the Scandinavian Model of 
wage adjustment. Under the Bretton Woods System of fixed dollar parities, Sweden along with   19
Norway and Denmark, were among Western Europe’s fastest growing economies.  The writings 
of several earlier Scandinavian authors were summarized by Lindbeck (1979) with the simple 
equation system developed below.
11   
 
The first assumption of the Scandinavian Model is that relative purchasing power parity holds for 
tradable goods: domestic price inflation in tradables converges to the world (dollar) rate of 
inflation plus the rate of currency depreciation e ˆ.  









T p ˆ  is inflation in tradable goods prices of country A and 
W
T p ˆ  is “world” price inflation 
measured in terms of the world’s dominant money, which was (and is) the dollar. As the 
Scandinavian authors were writing in the 1960s when dollar exchange rates were tightly fixed 
under the Bretton Woods Agreement,
12 we assume the exchange rate is credibly fixed (ê=0). 
Given stable exchange rates, arbitrage in international markets for tradable goods is sufficiently 
robust that inflation in the traded goods sector of country A converges to inflation in the dollar 
prices of traded goods on world markets.  
 
Lindbeck (1979) further assumed that wage bargaining (in the Swedish economy) was initiated in 
the tradable goods sector where labor productivity grew faster, particularly in manufacturing, 
than in non-tradables that were largely services. Let 
A
T q ˆ   represent the growth of labor 
productivity in tradables as if the economy had only one factor of production. This productivity 
growth reflects increasing stocks of human and physical capital that are not being explicitly 
modelled. The mighty Swedish trade unions were able to capture these productivity gains for 







T q p w ˆ ˆ ˆ + =                               ( 4 )  
  
                                                  
11   The Scandinavian model can also an be seen as an time-series extension of the Balassa-Samuelson model     
(Balassa 1964, Samuelson 1964).   20
where 
A
T w ˆ  is the average rate of the increase in nominal money wages paid to workers in the 
open, or what the Swedes called the “unsheltered”, tradables sector. 
 
This wage bargaining was constrained by the fixed exchange rate. If unions bargained for 
nominal wage increases greater than shown in (4), they risked making Swedish industry 
uncompetitive in world markets with a fall in employment. Thus (4) defines the natural rate of 
increase nominal wages in an open economy. As long as inflation in world prices, 
W
T p ˆ  , remains 
low and fairly predictable,
13 workers are content to bargain in money terms reflecting concurrent 
trends in productivity growth and in inflation. That is, there is no formal indexing of real wage 
levels or wage growth, nor any attempt to adjust for anticipated changes in the exchange rate. 
 
In a more competitive labor market, such as that in high-growth modern China discussed below, 
unions are not important. However, employers are willing to bid aggressively for workers—
particularly skilled or semi-skilled—so that the average wage for these heterogeneous workers 
increases according to (4), still reflecting the fixed exchange rate constraint.  In part, 
A
T w ˆ , reflects 
a return to workers’ increasing skills from on-the-job training and education—as well as a rising 
marginal product of labor from capital deepening.  
 
Labour “solidarity” as well as the mobility of labor between the manufacturing sector and the  
non-tradable (NT) sectors of the economy transmits the manufacturing wage increases (
A
T w ˆ ) to 
wage increases in the non-tradable sectors (
A
NT w ˆ ). As the non-tradable sectors were widely 
shielded from world markets, prices in these sectors would not be driven by international 
competition but would be based on domestic labor costs. Because the productivity increases in 
the non-tradable (service) sector were assumed to have been smaller than in the manufacturing 
sector, the price increases (
A
NT p ˆ ) in the non-tradable sector tend to be driven by wage increases 
(
A
NT w ˆ ) minus the productivity gains in the non-traded goods sector (
A
NT q ˆ ): 
                                                                                                                                                           
12   One of the big surprises of the era of fluctuating exchange rates after 1971 was the persistent deviations from 
(relative) purchasing power once exchange rates were no longer tethered.   
13   The US wholesale price level, “the world’s nominal anchor for tradable goods” was remarkably stable in the 
1950s to the late 1960s, the period in which the Scandinavian Model was developed. Then, in the 1970s and 











NT q q ˆ ˆ <                  ( 5 )  
 
The equations (2), (4) and (5) yield equation (6) that shows the impact of world market prices, 
exchange rate changes, and relative sectoral productivity gains, on non-traded goods prices. Note 
that the differential in productivity increases between the traded and non-traded goods sectors 
contributes to inflation and that, under the Bretton Woods system, exchange rates were fixed so 









NT q q e p p ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ − + + =  with  0 ˆ = e                ( 6 )  
 
In the Scandinavian model, the wage bargaining and price adjustment process in the traded and 
non-traded goods sectors would affect general inflation (
A p ˆ ),  which is defined as a composite of 







A p p p ˆ ) 1 ( ˆ ˆ α α − + =                     ( 7 )  
 
Equations (1), (6) and (7) yield equation (8) which can be interpreted as a measure for supply 
driven inflation:  
 







A q q e p p − − + + = α                    ( 8 )  
 
In equation (8) the term  e p
W
T ˆ +  is equivalent to imported inflation. If world market prices in the 
traded goods sector rise and or the exchange rate depreciates (exchange rate induced inflation) 




T q q ˆ ˆ −   describes the structural component of CPI 
inflation which is mainly in line with Balassa-Samuelson effect of supply driven inflation 
(Balassa 1964 and Samuelson 1964). Higher productivity gains in the traded goods sector—both 
higher than in the non-traded goods sector and higher than abroad—are translated via the wage 
bargaining process into higher CPI inflation. The larger the weight of the non-tradable goods   22
sector, the larger is the impact of the Balassa-Samuelson effect on inflation. Even if the exchange 
rate is fixed, inflation can differ among countries due to different productivity growth. The 
money supply is endogenous and national monetary policy is geared to maintaining the fixed 
exchange rate.  
 
The upshot is that, within the Scandinavian model of wage adjustment, the bidding of trade 
unions for higher wages is constrained by the fixed exchange rate. Trade unions could reap the 
full benefits of productivity gains and equilibrate the international competitiveness between 
Sweden and the United States. The trade unions would, however, not want to ask for wage 
increases above the domestic productivity gains as this would damage the country’s international 
competitiveness. Thus, the peg to the dollar provided a welfare enhancing environment for wage 
adjustment during the economic catch-up process.  
  
3.2. The Japanese Experience 
In order to better understand if international competitiveness is better balanced when the nominal 
exchange rate is fixed rather than fluctuating, Japan provides a useful case study. When the yen 
was fixed at 360 to the dollar from 1950 to 1971, the importance of relative wage adjustment 
between Japan and the United States was pronounced. Driven by the faster growth of productivity 
in the Japanese manufacturing sector, both wages and consumer prices grew substantially faster 
than in the U.S. as shown in Figure 6. Money wages as balancing item of international 
competitiveness grew at a rate of 10 percent per year in Japan and only 4.5 percent in the U.S.  
Keeping the yen at 360 per dollar anchored Japan’s price level for tradable goods as Japanese 
wholesale prices rose at about the same speed as U.S. wholesale prices.  Because the bulk of 
world trade was invoiced in dollars, fixing the exchange rate to the dollar was (is) a stronger 
anchor for the price level than the size of Japanese bilateral trade with the United States would 
suggest.    23
























































Source: IMF. Positive values indicate higher inflation and higher wage increases in Japan. 
 
 
Employers in Japan’s manufacturing export sector, with its extremely high growth in labor 
productivity, then bid vigorously for both skilled and unskilled workers subject to remaining 
internationally competitive at the fixed exchange rate.
14 Wages rose rapidly in manufacturing so 
that workers received the main fruits from the productivity growth there. But then, as in the 
Scandinavian Model, these high wage settlements spread into the rest of the economy, such as 
nontradable services, where productivity growth was much lower. The result was that, within 
Japan, the price of services rose relative to goods prices.  For 1950-71, Japan’s CPI, which 
includes services as well as goods, increased at about 5 percentage points faster per year than its 
wholesale price index (which contains only goods) and faster than the U.S. CPI. However, 
Japan’s international competitiveness in its high-growth tradables sector remained balanced with 
the United States.  
 
                                                  
14 Note that in contrast to China the supply of labor in Japan is traditionally limited.    24
In Japan’s bygone high-growth era, finding a purely domestic monetary anchor would have been 
more difficult. As in China today, restrictions on domestic interest rates proliferated; and the rate 
of growth in narrow money was high and unpredictable as Japanese households rebuilt their 
financial assets after the war. Thus having the Bank of Japan simply key on the dollar exchange 
rate was the most convenient instrument for stabilizing Japan’s tradable goods price level while 
promoting high growth in money wages.  
 
By the end of the 1960s, however, American monetary policy became too inflationary and the 
Bretton-Woods-System collapsed. For two decades after August 1971 up to the late 1980s, 
productivity growth in Japan remained high relative to that in the United States.  Japanese exports 
made major inroads into American markets, the U.S.-Japanese trade imbalance emerged and the 
U.S. government reacted by continually trying to “talk” or force the yen up on the presumption 
that an appreciating yen would improve America’s external competitiveness (McKinnon and 
Ohno 1997, chapter 5).  Indeed, the yen did rise all the way from 360 in 1971 to 80 to the dollar 
in April 1995, and threw Japan into its deflationary slump of the 1990s with a zero interest 
liquidity trap that lasts to the present day (McKinnon 2005).   
 
The deflation reduced growth in Japanese money wages and relative wage adjustment broke 
down—albeit with a lag. Before 1975, money wage growth in Japan remained much higher than 
in the United States. Subsequently, as relative deflation in Japan set in, Japan’s money wage 
growth slowed sharply—the bold line in Figure 6.  From the 1980s into the new millennium, 
wage growth in Japan became even lower than that in the United States. So, besides damaging 
the Japanese economy in a macroeconomic sense while failing to reduce its trade surplus, the 
erratically appreciating yen undermined the natural process of relative wage adjustment for 
balancing international competitiveness.  
 
The changes in the wage adjustment mechanism are also related to Japanese monetary policy,   
which became less predictable as the monetary policy target tended to “switch” between domestic 
inflation and the exchange rate (Schnabl and Danne 2005). In times of when the yen was weaker 
in the foreign exchanges, monetary policy decision making focused on the domestic market—
similar to the U.S. and (by then) Germany. However, when the yen was appreciating,  the 
Japanese monetary authorities were unable to neglect targeting the exchange rate (McKinnon and   25
Ohno 1997). The successive attempts to stop appreciation by foreign exchange intervention led to 
the buildup of the world largest stock of foreign reserves (Figure 3)—although perhaps soon to be 
overtaken by China’s— and the world’s lowest interest rate level. 
 
3.3.  Wage Adjustment in China under a Fixed Exchange Rate 
Unlike Japan after 1971, China has kept its exchange rate stable since 1994 up to July 2005. 
Since then it has allowed only for very little appreciation of the Chinese currency keeping it 
tightly pegged to the dollar. As shown in Figure 7, fixing the exchange rate against the dollar 
helped stabilize inflation. Before 1996, Chinese CPI inflation was high and volatile, but then  
declined as it converged close to the U.S. level. Because of a potential Balassa-Samuelson effect, 
however,  one might expect “equilibrium” inflation in high-growth China to be greater than that 
in the U.S.. Apparently, because of high productivity growth in China’s nontradable sectors, the 
Balassa-Samuelson effect is muted compared to Japan’s earlier experience with a rising CPI. 
Thus  the small differential in CPI inflation rates between the two countries can be seen as an 
equilibrium in the sense of the relative purchasing power parity as per equation (3).  
 
In addition Figure 8 shows that (together with the rising degree of economic openness) the 
volatility of inflation was accompanied by a more stable growth path. While before 1994 real 
growth rates fluctuated strongly, after 1994 they stabilized around a level of approximately 9 
percent. Figure 8 is consistent with the hypothesis that a nominal exchange rate peg provides a 
stable framework for price and wage adjustment during the economic catch-up process.  
   26











































Source: IMF. Positive values indicate higher inflation in China. 
 


















Source: IMF.   27
How did China’s dollar peg effect the wage bargaining process? Although productivity growth in 
China remains difficult to measure, it is undisputed that over the past decade Chinese 
productivity growth was substantially larger than in the U.S. Zhang and Tan (2004) estimate 
Chinese annual labor productivity growth to be 12.32 percent between 1994 and 2001. Our 
estimate based on real value added in manufacturing since 1994 suggests that Chinese 
productivity grew by 9.5 percent. In contrast, U.S. labor productivity grew by about by 3 percent 
during the same time period. To preserve the exchange rate anchor and to balance international 
competitiveness, nominal wages had to grow in line with the rapid productivity growth and 
thereby much faster than in the U.S.  Figure 9 shows the wage growth in the Chinese economy 
across different sectors has been much faster than average wage growth in the U.S. Between 1995 
and 2005 nominal wages in Chinese urban areas grew by about 11 percent per year, while U.S. 
wages grew by about 3 percent.  
 
Figure 9: China: Nominal Wage Increases across Different Sectors in Comparison to the US 



































Source: IMF, CEIC Database. 
  
Much of this extraordinary increase of Chinese nominal wages reflects the upgrading of skills in 
the Chinese manufacturing sector and elsewhere (Figure 9). The wage growth of unskilled   28
migrant workers from rural areas is likely to lag behind, and many of these workers are absorbed 
by the construction industry where wage growth is slowest among all the sectors. However,    
Figure 9 shows a remarkable tendency for Chinese money wage growth to be high across all 
sectors during the decade of fixed exchange rates from 1994 to 2004.  
 






































wage increase differential (l.h.s.)
producer price inflation differential (l.h.s.)
exchange rate (r.h.s.)
Source: IMF and CEIC Database. Positive values indicate higher inflation and higher wage 
increases in China. 
 
Remembering that the data are imperfect,  Figure 10 for China—which is the equivalent to Figure 
6 for Japan—shows the exchange rate of the yuan against the dollar as well as the differences in 
wage growth and CPI inflation. Under the fixed exchange rate regime, China’s international 
competitiveness seems to be balanced as the Scandinavian model would suggest it. At fixed 
exchange rates, wage growth has been substantially higher than in the U.S. reflecting the China’s 
higher productivity growth. In contrast to the earlier experience of Japan, consumer price 
inflation in China has become similar to that in the U.S. The Balassa-Samuelson effect in China 
has been quite limited perhaps because China is a more open economy than Japan was with lots   29
of foreign direct investment into service activities enhancing productivity growth.
15 But like in 
Japan under the Bretton-Woods-System, China’s fixed exchange rate from 1994-2005 provided a 
stable framework for wage adjustment in the economic catch-up process. 
 
 
3.4.  Wage Adjustment with Threatened Currency Appreciation 
 
Now assume that China opts for more exchange rate flexibility, as it seemed to do on July 21, 
2005, that is likely to lead to the expectation of further appreciations. Because the future 
exchange rate is now uncertain, risk-averse employers in the export sector face greater 
uncertainty in wage bargaining in bidding for workers. To negotiate the appropriate wage today, 
they have to guess how much exchange appreciation will occur in the future. Chinese export 
enterprises could suffer losses and possible bankruptcy if they bid up wages too strongly and find 
that the yuan has appreciated more than expected. Let us call this additional uncertainty the 
negative risk premium in wage bargaining ψ (with ψ < 0). Assuming for simplicity that inflation 
is close to zero (as it was in 2005 in China), then: 
 
ψ + + = ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ˆ e E q E w
A
T
A                                (8) 
 
The desired growth in nominal wages of (skilled) Chinese workers 
A w ˆ  is equivalent to expected 
productivity growth ( 0 ) ˆ ( >
A
T q E ) minus expected appreciation (E(ê) < 0), and minus the risk 
premium in the wage bargaining process. ψ becomes larger (more negative) when expected 
future volatility in exchange rates increases. If the exchange rate of the yuan would stay tightly 
pegged to the dollar, both the expected mean appreciation and the wage risk premium ψ would be 
zero. Nominal wage growth would then accurately reflect the ongoing growth in real labor 
productivity.  
 
However, suppose instead that the exchange rate is expected to appreciate along some well 
known pre-determined path—say 3 percent per year. That is, the degree of appreciation is certain. 
                                                  
15 Zhang (2003) argues that excessive market entry has consumer prices held low.    30
Then the risk premium ψ would be zero, and nominal wage would grow at the same rate as 
productivity  minus the expected appreciation. On a balanced deflation path (falling price level) 
corresponding to a known rate of currency appreciation, real wages would still grow in line 
productivity.   
 
Now suppose that the degree of appreciation is uncertain—as it has been and is the case for 
Japan, and is the case for China under more flexible rates since July 2005.  Then real wages 
would grow less than productivity because the negative wage risk premium is higher than under a 
stable exchange rate regime. That is, there could be a shortfall in real wage growth that, 
paradoxically, makes the economy even more competitive internationally. But how this works 
itself out, with all the various lags involved, would require a more complete macroeconomic 
model than that presented here 
 
We know from Japan, that, after 1974, nominal wage growth slumped significantly and wages 
started to grow slower than in the U.S. (Figure 6). The erratically appreciating yen undermined 
the process of relative wage adjustment for balancing international competitiveness between 
Japan and the U.S.  
 
 
4. A Concluding Note on the Problem of Monetary Control  
 
For countries in the economic catch-up process with underdeveloped capital markets foreign 
exchange risk constitutes a much larger problem than for the highly developed United States or 
euro area. Both underdeveloped capital markets and a sustained (real) appreciation pressure due 
to relative productivity gains can lead to micro and macroeconomic instability as the exchange 
rate fluctuates.  
 
First, we have shown that a fixed exchange rate against the dollar ensures asset market 
equilibrium between the creditor country China and the debtor country United States. By credibly 
fixing the exchange rate, deflationary pressure and the fall into a zero interest rate liquidity trap is 
circumvented. A detrimental stop-and-go in monetary policy is avoided, which further 
contributes to a stable growth performance. Second, in labor markets, uncertainty is reduced   31
under fixed exchange rates because trade unions and enterprises can more easily  keep wage 
settlements in line with productivity growth.  To this end, China might do well to keep its 
exchange rate tightly pegged to the dollar as long as its economic catch-up path continues and 
capital markets remain underdeveloped. 
 
However, pegging to the dollar means that the national monetary policy in the peripheral country 
must, in the not-so-long run, be subordinated to maintaining the exchange rate. The rate of 
national money growth becomes endogenous. When the economy is growing very fast, say near 
10 percent per year as in China, and the desired build up of financial wealth by Chinese is even 
higher (reflecting China’s incredibly high saving rate), the demand for base money may well 
grow at 16-17 percent  per year and still be consistent with a stable price level.  Such high money 
growth rates were observed in Japan in the 1950s and 1960s and in China in the last decade. 
 
But on the supply side in the Chinese case, we know that large current account and FDI surpluses 
in the presence of  conflicted virtue leads to a huge build up of official exchange reserves.  And  
when the Peoples Bank of China (PBC) enters the foreign exchange market to prevent the 
renminbi from appreciating by buying dollars and selling renminbi, the initial effect is to expand 
the monetary base correspondingly. Only by accident would such a monetary expansion exactly 
match the increased demand for base money, the growth in which is still so large as to soak up 
most of the increased supply—at least in non-crisis periods.   
 
If new supplies of base money coming through the foreign exchanges are insufficient to 
accommodate the rising demand for it, the PBC would have to use discounting or domestic open- 
market operations to expand the monetary base further. However, if the creation of base money 
coming through the foreign exchanges is even greater than the rapid increase in demand (as 
seems to be the case at present), then the excess money issue has to be sterilized one way or 
another.  The PBC has been issuing its own central bank bonds to mop up much of the excess 
liquidity—and, in more intense crisis periods, may actually increase bank reserve requirements as 
well as imposing lending constraints on the banks.   
 
Central bank bonds may be soaking up on average about one third or higher of new base money 
creation coming through the foreign exchanges. Can this go on indefinitely? Yes, because of the   32
very low interest rates on renminbi assets arising out of expected appreciation plus the negative 
interest rate risk premium.  Like the Bank of Japan, the PBC makes a profit out of its foreign 
exchange operations. The PBC sells central bank yuan-denominated bonds to the good burghers 
of Shanghai
16 while buying much higher-yield dollar bonds. (If the risk premium was positive 
rather than negative, then the fiscal cost of such sterilization operations would be considerable as 
in, say, Brazil.)   
 
Thus, the governors of the PBC can indeed control money growth to be consistent with a stable 
price level and a fixed exchange rate—whose strength or weakness (in a country with 
underdeveloped capital markets) is valuable information on whether monetary liquidity is too 
scarce or too plentiful.  Of course, this regime becomes more complex to administer once the 
currency begins to appreciate erratically. All in all, we should note that the extremely high money 
growth rates in China are an equilibrium phenomenon and not an indication of inflation to come. 
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